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ABSTRACT 

(51) 

(52) 

(57) 
The embodiment of the solution provides a method for per 
forming wear leveling in a memory. The method includes: 
dividing the lifecycle of the memory which includes more 
than one physical blocks into at least one sampling interval; 
for each sampling interval, getting the first physical block by 
taking statistics of the degree of the wear leveling of each 
physical block in the memory in the current sampling inter 
val; getting the second physical block by taking statistics of 
the updating times of each logical address in the current 
sampling interval; exchanging the logical addresses and data 
of the first physical block and the second physical block. The 
embodiment of the solution also provides an apparatus cor 
responding the method 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
PERFORMING WEAR LEVELING IN 

MEMORY 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to memory manage 
ment technology. In particular, the present invention relates to 
a method and an apparatus for performing wear leveling in a 
memory. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The embedded system is the device or system that is 
designed to execute special function for special applications 
and controlled by the internal computer. In recent years, with 
the fast advancement of the computer Science technology and 
the network communication technology, the development 
and application of the embedded system have been gaining 
rapid growth and great popularity. Flash memory storage 
media is a nonvolatile memory. The Flash memory has fea 
tures that the internal information can be retained after the 
Flash memory is power-off and the flash memory can be 
erased and programmed repeatedly, and the like. Presently, 
embedded systems using the Flash memory as the storage 
media are applied widely. 
0003. The Flash memory has the following physical prop 

erties: when the Flash memory is in the clean situation (it is 
erased, but the write operation has not been committed), each 
bit of the Flash memory is 1; each bit of the Flash memory can 
be set to 0 via the write operation, but it is impossible to set 0 
to 1 through the write operation, it must be processed through 
the erase operation. Generally, the erase operation must be 
executed with the unit of one Physical Block. The lifetime of 
the Flash memory is limited, and is determined by the maxi 
mum erasable/programmable times of the Physical Block. A 
Physical Block exceeding its maximum erasable/program 
mable times becomes a bad Block, and the bad Block can 
never be used again. 
0004. The degree of wear of a memory unit in the Flash 
memory system is changed according to the erase/program 
frequency of the memory unit such as the Physical Block. If a 
memory unit is infrequently erased and programmed, the 
degree of wear of the memory unit is low. However, if a 
memory unit is frequently erased and programmed, the 
degree of wear of the memory unit is high. Because of the 
inherent properties of the embedded system, the host may 
repeatedly execute the operation of writing data in the logical 
address area of a fixed range, and the memory units in the 
same area in the Flash memory may be repeatedly written and 
erased. When some memory units become bad units due to 
exceeding the maximum erasable/programmable times and 
other memory units are not worn, the general performance of 
the Flash memory system is decreased because of the present 
of the bad units. Generally, when there are a lot of bad units in 
the Flash memory system and the ratio of the bad units is 
equal to or exceeds the allowable limitation for normal use of 
the Flash memory system, even though many other memory 
units in the Flash memory system are not worn, the Flash 
memory system can not be used anymore. Therefore, in order 
to avoid some memory units being excessively erased and 
written, so that these memory units will not reach the maxi 
mum erasable/programmable times earlier than the other 
memory units, the erase and write operation should be dis 
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tributed uniformly on each memory unit without affecting the 
system performance. The process is called wear leveling. 
0005 According to the conventional wear leveling 
method, the information of each memory unit, such as the 
erase/write times, is recorded in a special position in the 
memory. For example, with respect to the NAND Flash, the 
information is recorded in a specific spare area configured for 
each page. According to the erase/write times of each 
memory unit, the policy may be made between the memory 
units with more erase/write times and the memory units with 
less erase/write times. The policy generally relates to 
exchange physical units corresponding to different logical 
addresses and exchange data in these physical units, thus 
implementing the erase/write evenness among the physical 
units. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. The present invention provides a method and an 
apparatus for performing wear leveling in a memory, in order 
to solve the problems of occupying memory resource and bad 
reliability in the prior art. 
0007. A method for performing wear leveling in a memory 
according to an embodiment of the present invention, includ 
ing: 
0008 dividing life cycle of the memory including more 
than one Physical Blocks into at least one sampling interval; 
0009 for each sampling interval, getting a first Physical 
Block by taking statistics of degree of wear of each Physical 
Block in the memory in the current sampling interval: 
0010 getting a second Physical Block by taking statistics 
of update times of each logical address in the current sam 
pling interval; and 
0011 exchanging the logical address and data of the first 
Physical Block and the second Physical Block. 
0012. An apparatus for performing wear leveling in a 
memory according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion, including: 
0013 a first unit, for dividing life cycle of the memory into 
at least one sampling interval; 
0014 a second unit, for getting a first Physical Block by 
taking statistics of degree of wear of each Physical Block in 
the memory in the current sampling interval, and getting a 
second Physical Block by taking statistics of update times of 
each logical address in the current sampling interval, with 
respect to each sampling interval divided by the first unit; 
00.15 a third unit, for exchanging the logical address and 
data of the first Physical Block and the second Physical Block 
gotten by the second unit. 
0016. According to the present invention, the life cycle is 
divided into multiple sampling intervals, the Physical Block 
worn severely in each sampling interval is found separately 
and mapped to the logical address that is updated infre 
quently, thus implementing the even erase/write operation of 
each Physical Block via decreasing the update times of the 
Physical Block. All of the sampling intervals are mutually 
independent, so the statistics of the degree of wear of Physical 
Blocks in the current sampling interval is independent of the 
other sampling intervals before or behind the current sam 
pling interval. Therefore, even though abnormal situations 
Such as power-off may happen, which makes the wear level 
ing unable to be processed during the current sampling inter 
val, the wear leveling in the other sampling intervals in the life 
cycle of the memory will not be affected. The wear of Physi 
cal Blocks in the memory is even for the entire life cycle. 
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However, because the information required for wear leveling 
is collected and accumulated from the beginning of the 
memory usage in the prior art, once the information is lost 
because of an abnormal situation, the new information accu 
mulated later can not reflect the wear status of the Physical 
Blocks precisely, so that the reliability of the wear leveling 
decreases. 
0017. Furthermore, compared with the conventional wear 
leveling method for memory, the present invention has the 
following advantages: 
0018 1. It is not necessary to store the history data of the 
entire life cycle for each Physical Block in the memory and 
occupy large amount of memory resource of the memory. 
0019 2. It has good power-off protecting function and can 
not be affected by abnormal power-off of the system. 
0020 3. It will not be limited by new properties of the 
memory and is Suitable to be used on all memories that is easy 
to be worn. 
0021. 4. The implementing mechanism is reliable and 
simple. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0022 FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a life cycle 
model of a Flash memory system built according to an 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0023 FIG. 2 is a structural illustration of a Flash memory 
embedded system according to an embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0024 FIG. 3 is an illustration of space distribution for 
storing data via a Flash memory according to an embodiment 
of the present invention; 
0025 FIG. 4 is a flowchart of building a logic mapping 
table of a Flash memory according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0026 FIG. 5 is a structural schematic illustration of a 
logical mapping table of a Flash memory according to an 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0027 FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of the change of the 
logic mapping table when the write operation is executed in 
the Flash memory according to an embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0028 FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of degree of wearin 
area of the Flash memory according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0029 FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method for performing 
wear leveling during entire life cycle according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention; and 
0030 FIG. 9 is a structural schematic illustration of an 
apparatus for performing wear leveling according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0031. The inventors of the present invention finds that the 
conventional method can meet the basic requirement of wear 
leveling, but has following disadvantages and shortages: 
0032 1. The information such as the number of erase? 
write operations during the entire life cycle of the memory 
unit is stored in a special space of the memory unit, which 
causes the waste of memory resource. 
0033 2. In the case where the system is abnormally turned 

off, the information such as the number of erase/write opera 
tions is easily lost, which causes insufficient wear leveling. 
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0034 3. The storage of the information such as the number 
oferase operations in the memory unit is limited by properties 
of new memory types (e.g. multi-level cell flash memory), 
which causes inconvenience to memory space management 
by the software/hardware of memory device. 
0035. Accordingly, a method and an apparatus for per 
forming wear leveling effectively in a memory system are 
required. That is, an automatic wear leveling process is 
required, so that evenness of the wear of corresponding 
memory units in the memory system is increased without 
affecting the general performance of the memory system. 
0036. In order to further understand the above purpose, 
features and advantages of the present invention, the present 
invention is further described in detail through drawings and 
embodiments below. 

0037. The technical solution provided by the embodi 
ments of the present invention aims at the erase/write wear 
phenomenon of various memory devices. The phenomenon is 
independent of the special factors such as the data space 
distribution method in the memory, so the method and appa 
ratus provided by the embodiments of the present invention 
can be applied to various types of memory. For the conve 
nience of description, the Flash memory will be used uni 
formly to describe the embodiments of the present invention. 
The core conception of the present invention is as follows: a 
life cycle model of the Flash memory is built according to the 
specific usage rule of the Flash memory. In the life cycle 
model, partial sampling points are set, so that the entire life 
cycle is divided into multiple partial sampling phases (also 
called sampling intervals). From the starting point of a partial 
sampling phase, history data corresponding to the wear of the 
memory units start to be collected, and at the ending point of 
the partial sampling phase, the history data collected in the 
partial sampling phase are analyzed. Based on the analysis on 
the history data, how to perform the wear leveling is further 
determined. The memory includes multiple Physical Blocks. 
In a partial sampling phase, the degree of wear of each Physi 
cal Block in the memory in the partial sampling phase is taken 
statistics to get a first Physical Block, and the number of 
update times of each logical address in the partial sampling 
phase is taken statistics to get a second Physical Block, then 
the logical address and data of the first Physical Block and the 
second Physical Block are exchanged, so that the wear level 
ing between the first Physical Block and the second Physical 
Block can be implemented. The first Physical Block may be 
the Physical Block with the highest degree of wear, and the 
second Physical Block may be the Physical Block corre 
sponding to the logical address with the least update times, 
and the wear leveling is implemented by exchanging the 
logical address and data of the first Physical Block and the 
second Physical Block. Furthermore, the first Physical Block 
may include several Physical Blocks with higher degree of 
wear, and compared with the first Physical Block, the second 
Physical Block may include the same amount of Physical 
Blocks corresponding to the logical addresses with less 
update times; when the wear leveling is performed, the Physi 
cal Blocks included in the first Physical Block and the Physi 
cal Blocks included in the second Physical Block are required 
to form pairs, each pair consists of a first Physical Block and 
a second Physical Block, then logical address and data are 
exchanged between the first Physical Block and the second 
Physical Block in the pair. Except for the above two methods, 
there are many other methods for selecting the first Physical 
Block and the second Physical Block, all the selecting meth 
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ods based on the partial sampling phase provided by the 
present invention fall into the scope of the present invention. 
For example, the first Physical Block may be one of the 
Physical Blocks, the degree of wear of which has reached a 
certain degree, and the second Physical Block may be one of 
the Physical Blocks corresponding to the logical addresses, 
the number of update times of which is lower than a certain 
amount; or the first Physical Block may be the Physical Block 
with the lowest degree of wear, and the second Physical Block 
may be the Physical Block corresponding to the logical 
address with the most update times. 
0038 FIG. 1 shows a lifecycle model of the Flash memory 
built according to an embodiment of the present invention. As 
shown in FIG. 1, the entire life cycle is divided into an early 
life stage 106, a middle life stage 108 and a terminal life stage 
109. The Flash memory enters the early life stage after it is 
manufactured, the degree of wear of most memory Blocks are 
relatively low during the early life stage, and the general 
performance of the Flash memory system is relatively good. 
After the frequent wear during the middle life stage, the Flash 
memory enters the terminal life stage, during which the 
degree of wear of most memory Blocks are high. It is particu 
larly important to perform the wear leveling to prolong the 
life span of the Flash memory. In an embodiment of the 
present invention, the life cycle is divided into n partial Sam 
pling phases, such as the partial sampling phase 1 (101), the 
partial sampling phase 2 (102) and the partial sampling phase 
3 (103) included in the early life stage 106, and the partial 
sampling phase n-1 (104) and the partial sampling phase in 
(105) included in the terminal life stage 109. The specific 
value of n is determined by the memory manufacturer 
depending on the life span of the specific memory. Take some 
partial sampling phase included in the middle life stage for 
example, such as the partial sampling phase i (107), after the 
partial sampling phase begins, the history data will be col 
lected each certain amount of cycles, and at the ending point 
of the partial sampling phase, the collected history data will 
be analyzed to further determine if the wear leveling should 
be performed. Because the process of wear leveling has been 
completed in the partial sampling phase i, the Flash memory 
system will work in the status of even wear when it enters the 
partial sampling phase i+1. That is, the action of wear leveling 
within a particular partial sampling phase is carried out at the 
ending point of the last partial sampling phase. 
0039 FIG. 2 shows a structural illustration of a Flash 
memory embedded system according to an embodiment of 
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 2, the system mainly 
includes an application system 206 and a Flash memory 207. 
The main functional components in the Flash memory 
embedded system and their cooperation are shown in FIG. 2. 
The application system 206 may be integrated into the IC 
chip. Alternatively, it may be separated from the IC chip. The 
double arrowhead shows the direction of Flash data flow, 
which includes command word and specific data content in 
the Flash. 

0040. The application system 206 includes a Read-Only 
Memory (ROM) 201, a Random Access Memory (RAM) 
202, a Micro Control Unit (MCU) 203, a Flash hardware 
interface 205. The ROM 201 is adapted to store startup code 
which can be read and executed by the MCU 203 directly and 
used for hardware initialization and reading Subsequent code 
from the Flash memory 207. The RAM 202 is adapted to store 
temporary data and dynamic system code, and the dynamic 
system code can be read and executed by the MCU 203 
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directly. The MCU 203 is adapted to read code directly from 
the ROM201 or the RAM 202, and it also has the functions of 
computation and control. The application system 206 may 
further include a Flash control unit, which is adapted to accel 
erate the Flash signal transmission. Of course, the Flash con 
trol unit may be integrated into the MCU 203. Alternatively, 
it may be configured to be connected with the MCU 203 via 
an interface. Furthermore, the application system 206 may 
include a Direct Memory Access (DMA) control unit 204, 
which is adapted to control the access of data or system code 
between the Flash memory 207 and the RAM 202. Ofcourse, 
this function may be implemented via other feasible access 
control methods known to a person skilled in the art. The 
DMA is a mechanism of high speed data transmission. 
Through the DMA method, the data can be transmitted from 
a device to a memory, from a memory to a device, or from a 
section of a memory to another section of the memory. The 
Flash interface 205 is the hardware interface between the 
Flash memory 207 and the application system 206, interface 
signals of which are all standard signals of hardware interface 
of the Flash memory. The information of the Flash memory, 
Such as command word, address sequence and data, can be 
transmitted over an I/O data line. 

0041 FIG. 3 shows an illustration of space distribution of 
the data in the Flash memory 207 according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, in the 
embedded system, the Flash memory is the program memory, 
as well as the data memory, and it is composed of physical 
space and logical space. As shown in FIG. 3, the physical 
space 301 includes some reserved Physical Blocks starting 
from the initial address of the Flash memory, and it is mainly 
used for the startup of the system and the initialization of the 
operating system. The logical space is composed of a system 
code area 302 and a user data area 303. The system code area 
302 which can not be seen by the user is adapted to store the 
code and data corresponding to the operating system and 
application program. The user data area 303 is adapted to 
store the data that the user can access. In the present invention, 
the operation of wear leveling in the Flash memory mainly 
aims at the Physical Blocks in the logical space. 
0042. Because of the instability of the Flash memory and 
the need of wear leveling, in the practical flash memory 
embedded system, the correspondence relationship of the 
logical address transmitted when the host accesses the Flash 
memory and the practical physical address of the physical 
unit in the Flash memory is not fixed. A random mapping 
table between the logical address and the physical address, or 
between the Logical Block and the Physical Block, is built to 
record the mapping relation between the Logical Block and 
the Physical Block. Take a table item representing a Physical 
Block for example, when the host needs to access the data of 
Logical Block 0, the physical address mapped to the Logical 
Block 0 should be found according to the logical mapping 
table, then the host operates the Physical Block correspond 
ing to the physical address. In the illustration of space distri 
bution shown in FIG.3, all accesses to the logical spaces 302, 
303 need to be done through the mapping table. FIG. 4 shows 
a flowchart of building the mapping table in which a Physical 
Block corresponds to a table item. As shown in FIG.4, at Step 
401, executing the operation of system initialization and set 
ting the system parameters; at Step 402, Scanning all of the 
Physical Blocks one by one; at Step 403 and 404, deciding the 
usage status of the current Physical Block including whether 
the current Physical Block is a usable Block and whether the 
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current Physical Block is a reserved Block of the system 
according to the scan result of Step 402, and if the current 
Physical Block is a bad Block, eliminating the bad Block, if 
the current Physical Block is a reserved Block, skipping the 
reserved Block and Scanning the remaining Physical Blocks 
one by one; at Step 405, deciding whether mapping informa 
tion of corresponding logical mapping table is included in the 
current Physical Block, if yes, executing Step 407, building 
the mapping relation between the physical address of the 
Physical block and corresponding logical address; when all of 
the Physical Blocks are scanned and decided at Step 406, the 
logical mapping table is built. 
0043 FIG. 5 shows a logical mapping table between the 
Logical Blocks and the Physical Blocks according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5, if 
the Flash memory has 1024 Physical Blocks, the mapping 
table has 1024 table items. Suppose there are 1000 Physical 
Blocks mapped with Logical Blocks, that is, the physical 
addresses of the 1000 Physical Blocks are set as the first 1000 
table items of the table shown by 501. If the logical address 
that the host accesses the Flash memory points to the Logical 
Block 0, the corresponding Physical Block of the Logical 
Block 0, that is the Physical Block A504, can be found in 501 
according to the logical mapping table. 502 represents the 
reserve Blocks, which may be used for replacing the bad 
Blocks in the first 1000 table items. Further, there is a tem 
porary backup Block 503, when the write operation is 
executed, the data to be written and the content of correspond 
ing target Block in the logical mapping table should be writ 
ten in the temporary backup Block first, then the temporary 
backup Block and the target Block are exchanged. 
0044 Accordingly, when the write operation is executed, 
the content of the logical mapping table may be changed. 
With respect to the related Physical Block, the logical address 
of which is updated. FIG. 6 shows the specific change of the 
logic mapping table when the write operation to the Logical 
Block 0 and the Logical Block 1 is continuously executed 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. As 
shown in FIG. 6, 601 represents the content of the logical 
mapping table before the write operation to the Logical Block 
0 is executed. It can be seen from 604 that the Logical Block 
0 and the Logical Block 1 correspond to the table items of 
Physical Block A and Physical Block B respectively. And 605 
shows the current temporary backup Block is Physical Block 
Z. After the write operation to the Logical Block 0 is com 
pleted, the temporary backup Block and the corresponding 
target Block in the logical mapping table need to be 
exchanged. 602 represents the content of the logical mapping 
table after the write operation to the Logical Block 0 is com 
pleted and before the write operation to the Logical Block 1 is 
executed. Currently, the Logical Block O corresponds to the 
table item of the Physical Block Z in the logical mapping 
table, and the temporary backup Block is the Physical Block 
A. After the write operation to the Logical Block 1 is com 
pleted, the temporary backup Block and the corresponding 
target Block in the logical mapping table also need to be 
exchanged. 603 represents the content of the logical mapping 
table after the write operation to the Logical Block 1 is com 
pleted. Currently, the Logical Block 1 corresponds to the table 
item of the Physical Block A in the logical mapping table, and 
the temporary backup Block is the Physical Block B. It can be 
seen from FIG. 6 that the table item corresponding to Logical 
Block 2 is always the Physical Block C, no change has hap 
pened. Therefore, in a certain sampling phase, if the erase? 
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write operation is not executed in one area, the content of 
logical mapping table corresponding to the area will not 
change. 
0045. At the same time, it can be seen that the more dras 
tically the content of logical mapping table is changed in a 
certain partial sampling phase, the more frequently the opera 
tion to the Flash memory in the partial sampling phase is 
executed. Therefore, the logical mapping table may be the 
data required to be collected during each partial sampling 
phase according to the present invention. At the ending point 
of each sampling phase, all of the history data collected 
during the phase, which is the logical mapping table of each 
sampling point, is analyzed, and the policy is further made. 
When the data is analyzed, according to the dynamic activity 
attribute of the logical mapping table, the logical addresses of 
the inactive area, which is the easy task area in the logical 
mapping table, are found, and then the Physical Blocks oper 
ated frequently are found. These Physical Blocks and the 
Physical Blocks in the easy task area are exchanged by 
exchanging the logical addresses and data mutually. FIG. 7 is 
a schematic illustration of degree of wear in area of the Flash 
memory achieved by analyzing the history data collected 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. As 
shown in FIG. 7, 701 represents the hard task area, which is 
the active area in the logical mapping table. 702 represents the 
easy task area, which is the inactive area in the logical map 
ping table. 703 represents the easy task Physical units. 704 
represents the hard task Physical units. If the wear operation 
is not executed to the memory or is distributed evenly and the 
active area thereby is not found when the history data is 
analyzed and all the areas are easy task areas, it is unnecessary 
to take further measure to perform wear leveling, but rather to 
go to the next sampling phase directly to make the analysis 
and decision at the ending point of the next sampling phase. 
Therefore, at the starting point of each sampling phase, the 
memory system is in better even wear status, which appeared 
at the ending point of the last sampling phase, so the wear 
leveling of the next partial sampling phase is carried out in the 
case of even wear status. As a whole, the total wear leveling of 
the memory during the entire life cycle is ensured by the wear 
leveling of each sampling phase. 
0046. The objective basis of the present invention is as 
follows: with respect to the entire life cycle model of an 
object, the characteristic and rule of the object represented by 
the data collected during a partial sampling phase is similar to 
those represented by the data collected during the adjacent 
partial sampling phase. Accordingly, the characteristic and 
rule of the object embodied in a partial sampling phase can 
basically reflect the characteristic and rule of the object 
embodied in the entire life cycle. If the characteristics of wear 
degrees in the areas found in two adjacent partial sampling 
phases are similar, the change of the characteristics is con 
tinuous during the entire life cycle. Therefore, the wear lev 
eling algorithm carried out in continuous partial sampling 
phases can ensure that the memory is in wear leveling status 
during the entire life cycle. 
0047. In order to describe the conception and implement 
ing process of the present invention, the implementing 
method of the wear leveling algorithm will be illustrated 
using examples. Assume the Flash memory is currently 
located at the starting point of partial sampling phase i of the 
life cycle and is in the even wear status of each physical unit 
which is implemented at the ending point of partial sampling 
phase i-1. From the starting point to the ending point of the 
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sampling phase i, the data corresponding to each sampling 
time, which is the logical mapping table of the Flash memory, 
are collected depending on certain sampling rate. For easy 
description, 5 sampling points are configured in the sampling 
phase i. Table 1 shows the history data collected at the starting 
point of the sampling phase i, the Flash memory is in better 
wear leveling status at this time. 

0048 Table 2 shows the history data collected at the sec 
ond sampling point of the sampling phase i. Comparing with 
Table 1, the erase/write operation is executed in some areas of 
the Flash memory. 

0049 Table 3 shows the history data collected at the third 
sampling point of the sampling phase i. Comparing with 
Table 2, the erase/write operation is executed in some areas of 
the Flash memory. 

0050 Table 4 shows the history data collected at the fourth 
sampling point of the sampling phase i. Comparing with 
Table 3, the erase/write operation is executed in some areas of 
the Flash memory. 
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TABLE 4-continued 

Ox1OO Ox120 Oxfo Oxfö Oxf) Oxee Oxe4 
Oxdc OXcc Oxa() Ox89 0x88 Ox85 Ox66 
Ox64 OxSO Ox44 Ox45 Ox43 Ox40 Ox33 

0051 Table 5 shows the history data collected at the fifth 
sampling point of the sampling phase i. Comparing with 
Table 4, the erase/write operation is executed in some areas of 
the Flash memory. 

Ox1OO Ox120 Oxfo Oxfö Oxf) Oxee Oxe4 
Oxdc OXcc Oxa() Ox89 0x88 Ox85 Ox66 
Ox64 OxSO Ox44 Ox45 Ox43 Ox40 Ox33 

0.052 According to the data shown in Tables 1-5, the his 
tory data are analyzed to find out the wear situation of each 
area of the Flash memory in the sampling phase i and to 
determine further wear leveling measure. 
0053. With respect to the history data shown in Tables 1-5, 
in order to find out the degree of wear of each area of the Flash 
memory in the sampling phase, two kinds of data statistics 
should be processed respectively. On the one hand, the 
change of table item content on each position of the logical 
mapping table is taken statistics, so that the easy task area of 
the logical mapping table in the partial sampling phase can be 
found; on the other hand, the position change of each specific 
table item is taken statistics, so that the hard task physical unit 
in the Flash memory during the partial sampling phase can be 
found. 
0054 Firstly, the change of table item content on each 
position is taken statistics. By traversing each position of the 
whole logical mapping table, the table item contents collected 
at each history data sampling point are compared, so that the 
change times of table item corresponding to the position 
during the last partial sampling phase can be counted, that is 
with respect to each logical address of the logical mapping 
table, the number of change times of physical address mapped 
to the logical address is counted. The less frequently the 
change happens, the easier the task of the area is; the more 
frequently the change happens, the harder the task of the area 
is. A threshold may be set. If the number of change times is 
equal to or exceeds the threshold, the task of the area is hard; 
if the number of change times is less than the threshold, the 
task of the area is easy. In an embodiment of the present 
invention, the threshold may be set as 3 times. It can be known 
from the Tables 1-5 that the number of change times of the 
first 14 Logical Blocks and the Logical Block 16 is 4, the task 
of these areas is relatively hard, and the number of change 
times of the other Logical Blocks, especially the last several 
tens of Logical Blocks, is less than 2, hence the task of these 
areas is relatively easy. 
0055 Secondly, the position change of each specific table 
item is taken statistics. According to the increasing order of 
physical addresses, the Physical Blocks of the whole Flash 
memory are traversed. The area position corresponding to the 
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Physical Blocks can be found by searching the logical map 
ping table. The mapping positions of the Physical Block 
collected at each history data sampling point are compared in 
order to count the position change times of the Physical Block 
in the logical mapping table during the partial sampling 
phase. That is, with respect to a Physical Block, the change 
times of the logical address mapped to its physical address is 
counted. The more frequently the position changes, the 
harder the task of the physical unit is; the less frequently the 
position changes, the easier the task of the physical unit is. 
0056. According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, a section of memory space in the memory, such as 
a page, is used for storing the position change times of the 
logical address mapped to the physical address of the Physical 
Block during the partial sampling phase, that is the erase? 
write times of the Physical Block, and the number of position 
change times does not need to be counted at the ending point 
of sampling interval according the sample of the logical map 
ping table. This method has the advantage of easy implemen 
tation, and is more convenient and faster for obtaining the 
erase/write times of each Physical Block during the sampling 
interval. Furthermore, only the number of erase/write times 
during the current partial sampling phase is stored according 
to the embodiment of the present invention, comparing with 
the prior art which stores the erase/write times of each Physi 
cal Block during the entire life cycle, the data amount 
required to be stored is much less. 
0057. Likewise, a threshold may be set. If the number of 
position change times exceeds the threshold, the task of the 
physical unit is hard; if the number of position change times 
is less than the threshold, the task of the physical unit is easy. 
In an embodiment of the present invention, the threshold may 
be set as 3 times. For example, it can be known from Tables 
1-5 that the number of position change times of Physical 
Blocks, physical addresses of which are 0x3fa and 0x3fb, is 4. 
the task of these Physical Blocks are hard, and the number of 
position change times of Physical Block, physical address of 
which is 0x40, is 0, the task of the Physical Block is easy. 
0058 Based on the statistic results of above two aspects, 
the set of the easy task area and the hard task Physical Blocks 
during the last partial sampling phase can be found. Then, the 
specific measure of wear leveling is carried out. Firstly, the 
logical mapping table is modified to map the hard task Physi 
cal Blocks from the current area to the easy task area, and then 
map the original table items corresponding to the easy task 
area to the area of the original hard task Physical Blocks. 
According to the modified logical mapping table, the practi 
cal data are exchanged between the two areas. After the above 
wear leveling measure is carried out, the current logical map 
ping table is shown in Table 6. 

TABLE 6 

Ox18c. Ox12O Oxfo Oxf3 Oxf) Oxee Oxe4 
Oxdc OXcc Oxa() Ox89 Ox88 Ox85 Ox66 

Ox64 OxSO Ox3fs Ox45 0x3f4 Ox40 Ox33 

0059 Compared with Table 6, in Tables 1-5, the hard task 
area is in the first half of the logical mapping table, that is, the 
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first half of the logical mapping table is the area updated 
frequently, so the Physical Blocks mapped to the area, such as 
the Physical Block corresponding to the physical address 
0x3fa, are erased/written frequently. However, in Table 6, the 
hard task Physical Blocks, such as the Physical Block corre 
sponding to the physical address OX3fa, are mapped to the 
easy task area of the logical mapping table, which is the area 
updated infrequently. Simultaneously, in Table 6, the area 
with lower update times corresponding to the table items for 
the last sampling point shown in Table 5, such as the Physical 
Block corresponding to the physical address 0xa0, is mapped 
to the area of the last sampling point, in which the Physical 
Block corresponding to the physical address 0x3fa locates. 
0060. When there are multiple hard task Physical Blocks 
in the logical mapping table need to be re-mapped, these 
Physical Blocks are arranged according to the decreasing 
order of erase/write times during the current sampling inter 
val, thus obtaining an arranged erase/write times table. And 
the logical addresses are arranged according to the increasing 
order of change times of mapping Physical Blocks, thus 
obtaining an arranged update times table. Then according to 
the order in both tables, the hard task Physical Block in the 
erase/write times table and the Physical Block corresponding 
to the logical address with the same order in the update times 
table are composed into a pair respectively, and the logical 
address and data of the pair of Physical Blocks are exchanged. 
Specifically, the first Physical Block in the erase/write times 
table and the Physical Block corresponding to the first logical 
address in the update timestable are composed into a pair, and 
the logical addresses and data of these two Physical Blocks 
are exchanged. Then the second Physical Block in the erase/ 
write times table and the second logical address in the update 
times table may be processed based on the same method, until 
all of the logical addresses and data of the hard task Physical 
Blocks are exchanged. 
0061. When the data are exchanged, it is possible that at 
the last sampling point, the physical address of the hard task 
Physical Block is mapped to the easy task logical address, 
even that the hardest task Physical Block is mapped to the 
easiest task logical address, in Such a case, the logical address 
and data do not need to be exchanged. Accordingly, an 
embodiment of the present invention further provides the 
following Solution. 
0062 Before exchanging the logical address and data, 
detecting whether the Physical Blocks composed into a pair 
are the same Physical Block, if yes, the hardest task Physical 
Block is mapped to the easiest task logical address, and the 
logical address and data do not need to be exchanged. 
0063. Further, before exchanging the logical address and 
data, detecting whether the logical address and data of one of 
the Physical Blocks composed into a pair have been 
exchanged during the current wear leveling process, if yes, 
the logical address and data of the Physical Block do not need 
to be exchanged. 
0064. After the above steps, when the next partial sam 
pling phase accesses the Flash memory, the hard task area, 
that is the first half of the logical mapping table, still will be 
updated frequently, but the current Physical Blocks of the first 
half of the logical mapping table are the easy task Physical 
Blocks with low degree of wear in the last partial sampling 
phase. Therefore, after multiple partial sampling phase, the 
number of times of each Physical Block mapped to the hard 
task area or the easy task area of the logical mapping table is 
even, so that the degree of wear of each Physical Block is also 
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even. Since the characteristics of the degree of wear of areas 
found in two adjacent partial sampling phases are similar, the 
wear leveling algorithm carried out at the ending point of the 
sampling phase i ensures that the even wear status of the 
memory can be remained after the wear during the sampling 
phase i+1 and the wear leveling measure carried out at the 
ending point of the sampling phase i+1. So that the wear 
leveling status can be remained during the entire life cycle of 
the memory. 
0065 FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method for performing 
wear leveling during entire life cycle according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 8, at Step 801, 
reaching the starting point of a sampling phase; at Step 802. 
according to a certain sampling frequency, collecting history 
data at each sampling point real-timely, until determining that 
the ending point of the sampling phase has reached at Step 
803; at Step 804, the collected history data are analyzed, in 
order to make further decision and measure according to the 
analyzing result of Step 804; at Steps 805 and 806, determin 
ing whether there is the wear operation or uneven wear opera 
tion in the partial sampling phase, if no, the wear leveling 
measure does not need to be done and the process enters the 
next sampling phase; otherwise, at Step 807, the wear level 
ing measure will be done; the wear leveling process will be 
carried out cyclically, until determining the life cycle of the 
memory is over at Step 808. 
0.066 FIG. 9 is a structural schematic illustration of an 
apparatus for performing wear leveling according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG.9, the 
apparatus includes: 
0067 a first unit 910, for dividing life cycle of the memory 
into at least one sampling interval; 
0068 a second unit 920, for getting a first Physical Block 
by taking statistics of degree of wear of each Physical Block 
in the memory in the current sampling interval, and getting a 
second Physical Block by taking statistics of update times of 
each logical address in the current sampling interval, with 
respect to each sampling interval divided by the first unit 910; 
and 

0069 a third unit 930, for exchanging the logical address 
and data of the first Physical Block and the second Physical 
Block gotten by the second unit 920. 
0070. The second unit 920 includes a first module 921 and 
a second module 922. The first module 921 is used for getting 
the first Physical Block by taking statistics of the degree of 
wear of each Physical Block in the memory in the current 
sampling interval, with respect to each sampling interval 
divided by the first unit 910. The second module 922 is used 
for getting the second Physical Block by taking statistics of 
the update times of each logical address in the current Sam 
pling interval, with respect to each sampling interval divided 
by the first unit 910. 
0071. The apparatus further includes a fourth unit 940, 
which is used for recording the change times of the logical 
address mapped to the physical address of each Physical 
Block in the current sampling interval. The first module 921 
of the second unit 920 is further used for taking statistics of 
the degree of wear based on the change times recorded by the 
fourth unit 940. 

0072. The first Physical Block may be the Physical Block 
with the highest degree of wear, and the second Physical 
Block may be the Physical block corresponding to the logical 
address with the least update times. 
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(0073. Furthermore, the first Physical Block may include at 
least one Physical Block, the degree of wear of which reaches 
a threshold, and the second Physical Block may include at 
least one Physical Block corresponding to at least one logical 
address with the least update times respectively, the number 
of Physical Blocks included in the second Physical Block and 
the number of Physical Blocks included in the first Physical 
Block are the same. The third unit 930 is further used for 
composing at least one pair of the first Physical Block and the 
second Physical Block from the at least one first Physical 
Block and the at least one second Physical Block, and 
exchanging the logical address and data of the first Physical 
Block and the second Physical Block of the same pair. 
0074 The memory is a Flash memory according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0075. The embodiments of the present invention relate to 
a method for performing wear leveling in the memory based 
on the partial sampling mechanism, so as to avoid over erase? 
write operation on Some memory units such as the Physical 
Blocks, and these memory units will not reach the maximum 
erasable programmable times earlier than the other memory 
units, thus implementing the purpose of wear leveling. The 
life span of the memory is increased through the method, the 
performance of the system is improved, and the implement 
ing mechanism of the method is easy and reliable. Further, the 
shortcomings of the conventional method for performing 
wear leveling in the memory can be overcome by the present 
invention. The space resource of the memory need not to be 
occupied or may be occupied a bit. It has good power-off 
protecting function and can not be affected by abnormal 
power-off of the system. It can not be limited by new prop 
erties of the memory and may be suitable to all memories 
worn easily. 
0076. It should be noted that the above embodiments are 
only used to describe the technical solutions of the present 
invention, and they are not used to impose any restriction or 
limit to the present invention. 

1. A method for performing wear leveling in a memory, 
comprising: 

dividing life cycle of the memory comprising more than 
one Physical Blocks into at least one sampling interval; 

for each sampling interval, getting a first Physical Block by 
taking statistics of degree of wear of each Physical Block 
in the memory in the current sampling interval; 

getting a second Physical Block by taking statistics of 
update times of each logical address in the current Sam 
pling interval; and 

exchanging the logical address and data of the first Physical 
Block and the second Physical Block. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein, getting the second 
Physical Block by taking statistics of update times of each 
logical address in the current sampling interval comprises: 

sampling logical mapping table of the memory in the cur 
rent sampling interval, wherein the logical mapping 
table is used for recording mapping relation between 
logical address and physical address of each Physical 
Block in the memory; 

taking statistics of the change times of the physical address 
mapped to each logical address from the sample 
obtained by the sampling; and 

selecting a Physical Block corresponding to a logical 
address with the least change times as the second Physi 
cal Block. 
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3. The method of claim 2, wherein, getting the first Physical 
Block by taking statistics of the degree of wear of each Physi 
cal Block in the memory in the current sampling interval 
comprises: 

taking statistics of the change times of the logical address 
mapped to the physical address of each Physical Block 
from the sample obtained by the sampling; and 

selecting the Physical Block with the most change times of 
the logical address as the first Physical Block. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein, getting the first Physical 
Block by taking statistics of the degree of wear of each Physi 
cal Block in the memory in the current sampling interval 
comprises: 

recording the change times of the logical address mapped 
to the physical address of each Physical Block in the 
current sampling interval in the memory; and 

selecting a Physical Block with the most change times of 
the logical address as the first Physical Block. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein, getting the first Physical 
Block by taking statistics the degree of wear of each Physical 
Block in the memory in the current sampling interval com 
prises: taking statistics of the change times of the logical 
address mapped to the physical address of each Physical 
Block from the sample obtained by the sampling, and select 
ing at least one Physical Block, the number of change times of 
the logical address of which reaches a threshold, as the first 
Physical Block; 

getting the second Physical Block by taking statistics of 
update times of each logical address in the current Sam 
pling interval comprises: Sampling logical mapping 
table of the memory in the current sampling interval, 
wherein the logical mapping table is used for recording 
mapping relation between logical address and physical 
address of each Physical Block in the memory; taking 
statistics of the change times of the physical address 
mapped to each logical address from the sample 
obtained by the sampling; and selecting at least one 
Physical Block corresponding to at least one logical 
address with the least change times of the physical 
address respectively as the second Physical Block, 
wherein the number of Physical Blocks included in the 
second Physical Block and the number of Physical 
Blocks included in the first Physical Block are the same: 
and 

wherein exchanging the logical address and data of the first 
Physical Block and the second Physical Block com 
prises: matching the at least one first Physical Block 
with the at least one second Physical Block to obtain at 
least one pair of Physical Blocks comprising one first 
Physical Block and one second Physical Block, and 
exchanging the logical address and data of the first 
Physical Block and the second Physical Block of the 
same pair of Physical Blocks. 

6. The method of claim 3, wherein, taking statistics of the 
change times of the logical address mapped to the physical 
address of each Physical Block from the sample obtained by 
the sampling comprises: 

for each sample, the following process is executed: travers 
ing each physical address and corresponding logical 
address recorded in the sample of the logical mapping 
table according to the increasing order of physical 
address, and for each physical address traversed, decid 
ing whether the logical address corresponding to the 
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Physical Block has changed compared to the last sample 
of the logical mapping table; and 

taking statistics of the change times of the logical address 
corresponding to each Physical Block in the memory in 
the current sampling interval. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein, getting the first Physical 
Block by taking statistics of the degree of wear of each Physi 
cal Block in the memory in the current sampling interval 
comprises: recording the change times of the logical address 
mapped to the physical address of each Physical Block in the 
current sampling interval, and selecting at least one Physical 
Block, the number of change times of the logical address of 
which reaches a threshold, as the first Physical Block; 

getting the second Physical Block by taking of update 
times of each logical address in the current sampling 
interval comprises: sampling logical mapping table of 
the memory in the current sampling interval, wherein the 
logical mapping table is used for recording mapping 
relation between logical address and physical address of 
each Physical Block in the memory; taking statistics of 
the change times of the physical address mapped to each 
logical address from the sample obtained by the sam 
pling; and selecting at least one Physical Block corre 
sponding to at least one logical address with the least 
change times of the physical address respectively as the 
second Physical Block, wherein the number of Physical 
Blocks included in the second Physical Block and the 
number of Physical Blocks included in the first Physical 
Block are the same; and 

wherein exchanging the logical address and data of the first 
Physical Block and the second Physical Block com 
prises: matching the at least one first Physical Block 
with the at least one second Physical Block to obtain at 
least one pair of Physical Blocks comprising one first 
Physical Block and one second Physical Block, and 
exchanging the logical address and data of the first 
Physical Block and the second Physical Block of the 
same pair of Physical Blocks. 

8. The method of claim 5, wherein, matching the at least 
one first Physical Block with the at least one second Physical 
Block to obtain at least one pair of Physical Blocks compris 
ing one first Physical Block and one second Physical Block 
comprises: 

arranging the at least one first Physical Block according to 
the decreasing change times of the logical address 
mapped to each physical address of the at least one first 
Physical Block; 

arranging the at least one second Physical Block according 
to the increasing change times of the physical address 
mapped to each second Physical Block; 

matching one first Physical Block and one second Physical 
Block of the same order to obtain a pair of Physical 
Blocks. 

9. The method of claim 5, wherein, the method further 
comprises: 

detecting whether the first Physical Block and the second 
Physical Block are the same Physical Block, before 
exchanging the logical address and data of the first 
Physical Block and the second Physical Block of the 
same pair, and 

if yes, the logical address and data of the first Physical 
Block and the second Physical Block are not exchanged. 

10. The method of claim 5, wherein, the method further 
comprises: 
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detecting whether the logical address and data of the first 
Physical Block and the second Physical Block has been 
exchanged in the current wear leveling process, before 
exchanging the logical address and data of the first 
Physical Block and the second Physical Block of the 
same pair, and 

if yes, the logical address and data of the first Physical 
Block and the second Physical Block are not exchanged. 

11. An apparatus for performing wear leveling in a 
memory, comprising: 

a first unit, for dividing life cycle of the memory into at least 
one sampling interval; 

a second unit, for getting a first Physical Block by taking 
statistics of degree of wear of each Physical Block in the 
memory in the current sampling interval, and getting a 
second Physical Block by taking statistics of update 
times of each logical address in the current sampling 
interval, with respect to each sampling interval divided 
by the first unit; and 

a third unit, for exchanging the logical address and data of 
the first Physical Block and the second Physical Block 
gotten by the second unit. 

12. (canceled) 
13. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein, the apparatus 

further comprises: 
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a fourth unit, for recording the change times of the logical 
address mapped to the physical address of each Physical 
Block in the current sampling interval; 

the second unit is further used for taking statistics of the 
degree of wear based on the change times recorded by 
the fourth unit. 

14. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein, the first Physical 
Block is the Physical Block with the highest degree of wear, 
and the second Physical Block is the Physical block corre 
sponding to the logical address with the least update times. 

15. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein, the first Physical 
Block comprises at least one Physical Block, the degree of 
wear of which reaches a threshold, and the second Physical 
Block comprises at least one Physical Block corresponding to 
at least one logical address with the least update times respec 
tively, the number of Physical Blocks included in the second 
Physical Block and the number of Physical Blocks included 
in the first Physical Block are the same: 

the third unit is further used for composing at least one pair 
of Physical Blocks through matching the at least one first 
Physical Block with the at least one second Physical 
Block, and exchanging the logical address and data of 
one first Physical Block and one second Physical Block 
of the same pair. 

16. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein, the memory is a 
Flash memory. 


